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NEOTEK ELITE 
MAINTENANCE LOG 

 
Neotek Parts:  Sytek Audio c/o 

 Mike Stoica 847-277-7710 or email 
sytek@worldnet.att.net 

     
PROBLEM: SOLUTION:  
1)  Loud buzz on mic input when snake hooked  
     up.  Not a apparent when mic plugged into  
     patchbay. 

Check EDAC pins of female EDAC connector on 
back of console right side for unseated  pins. 

 

2)  Black fader has no output or black fader shows  
unity gain no matter where fader is positioned. 

Replace IC U13.  Remove black fader first.  Could 
also be intermittent black insert switch.  Use 
continuity checker to test switch.  1&4 and 2&5 
should show continuity when switch is up.  1&4 
show continuity only when switch is down. 

 

3)  Fader does not control its I/O rail. Molex connectors connected to the back of the 
wrong I/O rail. 

 

4)  Mute switch LED’s locked on.   Replace mute logic chip in master rail.  
5)  Control room dim switch locked on.  Oscillator  
     feeds to all  tracks when TEST selected. 

Replace IC U2 (logic, 4001 or 14001) or IC U1 
(oscillator amp 40106) on Oscillator Rail.  Check 
terminals on 5 pin ribbon cable that jumps from 
talkback/ocsillator pcb to monitor pcb. 

 

6)  Buss amp low in volume. Molex connector near top of I/O rail is offset by 
one pin. 

 

7)  Mute LED does not come on, but function is  
      ok. 

Check for cold solder joint on LED, or replace 
LED. 

 

8)  Power supply cuts on and off frequently, ten  
      seconds at a time. 

Bad ac source.  Voltage and amperage ok, but power 
is not clean.  Only the Neotek and Ampex seem to 
be affected.  Find another power source. 

 

9)  No buss 17/18, 21/22, 25/26 Small sub-card connected to 1,5,9,13,17,21,25 is 
attached to I/O main pc board via a four pin plug.  
If some of the pins are not plugged in, them some 
busses will not work. 

 

10)  Mute function locked on, or muting  
        momentary but no LED on an I/O rail. 

Replace IC U20 (Mute logic 4001) at bottom of 
rail. 

 

11)  I/O’s won’t assign to a buss or a subgroup  
       from inputs 27-50 

Ribbon connector not plugged solidly into 
motherboard (just below talkback mic). 

 

12)  White fader does not fade out signal.   
       Monitor mute does not mute. 

Replace IC U17 (TL071) on I/O rail.  

13)  Hum on 2mix.  (Visible on Dat and VHS  
        meters) 

Lift AC ground on Ampex MM1200.  

14)  Mute functions don’t all work in master  
        mode. 

Reseat multipin connector P3 on I/O rail or replace 
U7 or U8 on Meter Select Master Rail. 

 

15)  Black fader does not route to tracks. Dirty buss button.  Depress several times rapidly.  
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16)  Turning volume down on A/B pot on an I/O      
       rail does not turn the send totally off. 

These controls are not mounted very well.  Check 
for cold solder joints where control is mounted to 
the circuit board.  Also check solder connections to 
the A/B panpot.  Sometimes audio will work if you 
jiggle one of the two knobs.  This indicates a cold 
solder joint.  Re-solder all pins.  This problem, 
although it happens frequently,  is almost never 
caused by a bad pot.   It can almost always be fixed 
by re-soldering. 

 

17)  No meters on right side of console.  METER        
        LED not working on power supply. 

Replace 3 amp fuse in top power supply below 
METER LED. 

 

18)  June 89, June 93 
        Monitor DIM locked on 
 
         See number 5 

Check to see if Oscillator is on, even if not selected.  
If it is, replace IC U2 (4001 Oscillator logic) or U1 
(40106 Oscillator Volume) on Oscillator Rail OR  
Make sure nothing is sitting on top of any of the 
three talkback mic switches.  OR Reseat or replace 
U5 or U6.  

 

19) June 89  
       Bottom row of solo buttons don’t work. 

Remove Meter Select rail.  Reseat solo logic IC’s.  

20)  Oct 89, Aug 02 
       Two resistors burnt out on I/O rail near U18. 

Caused by inserting U18 backwards.   R51 and R39   
47ohm 1/4w 

 

21)  Dec 89 
        White fader doesn’t work.  Sometimes  
        preceded by oscillation when eq switched  
        in.   
        PFL and Solo-In-Place on white fader still  
        work, but no output at 2mix. 

Reseat or replace U16 or U17.  Black fader must be 
removed first.  Could also be a dirty SUB 1-16 
Switch! 

 

22)  No buss output. Check normalizing patching on patchbay. (Buss 
output to tape input)  Insert a patch able a few 
times to quickly clean out the patchbay contacts. 

 

23)  Buzz on a mic input. Flick on Phantom Power.  
24)  July 90 
        Lack of bottom on mic pre’s 27-50. 

Adjust multipin EDAC #0 at rear of console.  

25)   Channel will not assign to odd tracks. Check for cold solder joints where channel panpot 
connects to circuit board.  (99% of the time, 
resoldering solves this problem)  Pot may have to 
be replaced.  Resolder ALL SIX pins. 

 

26)  June 91 
       Phantom power not working. 

Defect in power supply.   If problem is on right side 
of console, check top supply.  Replace IC U7, 
Q102, Q103, R103, R104.  Be sure to install 
transistors using correct polarity!   Most likely 
Q102 transistor.  Replacements include MPS4355 
or ECG159 or 2N3905 

 

27)  April 92 
       Monitor Mute button is too sensitive. 

Replace Resistor R415 on I/O rail near MUTE 
switch with a 470k ohm 1/4w resistor. 

 

28)  May 92 
       Talkback switches on either side of console  
       do  not work, but center switch is ok. 

talkback mic module is not making good contact 
with the motherboard, particularily near connector 
P2.  Pinch molex contacts together. 

 

29)  June 92 
        Mute switch doesn’t work.  Mute function  
        works when used in group mode. 

Remove I/O rail.  Press small circuit board below 
switch up towards faceplate.  Switch was not making 
contact. 
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30)   June 92, Nov 97 
        Power supply for right hand side of console  
        blows +18v fuses.  Sometimes the LED VU  
        meters on the right side of the console will  
        show a volume surge before fuses blow.  See  
        Dec 95 

Disconnect power supply cable from back of 
console to isolate problem to power supply or 
console side.  Replace fuse with a 7 amp Quik-Blo, 
or Replace Q105 power transistor (TIP36B) which 
is fastened to the left side of the supply.  Could also 
be a short in ribbon connector  P8 where it joins to 
to the motherboard. 

 

31)  Aug 92 
       After plugging in a few I/O rails, AUX  
       SENDS 1-4 show peak levels, and pressing  
       an  individual MUTE A causes white fader  
       mute   LED to turn on. 

Multipin connector P3 is offset by one pin on an 
I/O rail.  It is immediately below the aux sends. 

 

32)  Sept 92 
       No output from white fader on stereo  
       submaster rail.  Meters show input, audio  
       appears when soloed, but does not assign to  
       two mix via L/R or to any busses 1-26 

Replace transistor Q103 (2222) just below P1 at 
top of rail.  Problem could be caused by inserting 
wrong plugs in rail, or inserting plugs while powered 
up. 

 

33)  Jan 93 
        Audio is reaching speakers even though no  
        monitor select buttons are down. 

Remove TTL patchcords feeding control room amp 
inputs. 

 

34)  May 93 
        Black fader does not fade out fully. 

Check for short in ribbon connector that links the 
two pcb boards on the I/O rail. 

 

35)  July 93 
       Meter fuse on top power supply blows when  
       powering up. 

Disconnect power supply cable from back of 
console.  If fuse does not blow when supply turned 
back on, then problem is in the console meters.  
Disconnect ribbon connector on back of each 
meter.  Check for a short between pins 3 & 6, or 3 
& 2 on each meter, else plug in meters one at a 
time until fuse blows.  Check for loose screws in 
stereo submaster meters. 

 

36) Meter constantly reads -5VU. Replace R2 and R3 on led meter circuit board with 
10 ohm, 1/4w resistors. 

 

37)  July 93 
       Right power supply goes into current limit. 

Could be low voltage supplying the Neotek. Occurs 
when incoming voltage falls below 105 volts.  Find 
alternative power source. 

 

38)  Mute button does not mute stereo subgroup  
       return, even though LED indicated muting. 

Replace transistor Q103 (2222) just below P1 at 
top of rail.  Be sure to power down console first. 

 

39)  I/O Rail does not assign to Buss 17, 19, 21,  
        23. 

Replace IC U1 (Assignment Buffer LM347) or 
check for one pin bent outside the socket. 

 

40)  August 93 
       I/O Rail mute button does not mute.  IC  
      U20 is ok.  Changing IC for Mute logic does  
      not solve the problem.  Channel does mute  
      when using mute group.  Or Mute light  
      comes  on when powering up, but will not  
      come back   on once it has been turned off.   
      (Feb 97) 

Check capacitor C343 with a continuity meter.  If 
you get a reading other than 1 (i.e. 1047), then 
replace the cap.  You can use a 10mf, 500vdc 
(300VAC) ceramic disc cap at very bottom of the 
rail. 

 

41)  Nov 93, Dec 94 
       No phantom power on any inputs 27-50 

Check multicoloured cable joining ribbon 
conncector below Submaster 1/2 rail.  Ma be loose 
at joint. 

 

42)  May 94 
       No white fader on Submaster return rail.   
       Signal will not route to L,R or any buss, but  
       does appear on monitor solo and on VU  
       meters. 

Replace transistor Q103 (NT2222) at top of rail.  
You must remove buss assignment subcard first. 
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43)  Apr 94, Apr 95 
       Top power supply LEDS weak on +18v  
        supply’s logic, even when power supply  
        disconnected from console. 

Check internal fuses after removing them from 
supply.  Check Resistor R118 for signs of burnout.  
Cooling fans may be blocked. 

 

44)  May 94 
       Some or all solo functions not working. 

Pinch together sides of molex connectors on 
motherboard to ensure better contact. 

 

45)  July 94 
       After powering up, an I/O channel’s mute  
       LED does not come on.  Mute switch works  
       when operated manually.  Mute function  
       does  not work in group mode.  See #40. 

Replace IC U19 (14001B).  Or IC U20 if LED 
comes on upon power up but not Group Mute 
function. 

 

46)  Dec 94 
        Mute button on Stereo Subgroup rail does  
        not latch.  Led does not work.  Mute  
        function works in group mode. 

Replace IC U11 (MC14001) or IC U13 if mute light 
stays on. 

 

47)  Dec 94 
       Led bargraph meters on right side of  
       console  are too dim. 

Check ribbon socket P9 and P10 on bottom of 
Motherboard. (almost in the center of the four 
rails) for loose contacts. 

 

48)  Monitor mute button on subgroup master  
        does not unmute audio even though LED  
        indicates mute is off. 

Replace U12 mute logic chip at bottom of subgroup 
master rail. 

 

49)   June 95 
        Power switch on power supply very stiff,  
        works in opposite usual direction. 

Replace power switch.  

50)  June 95 
       No output from right channel in 2mix. 

Caused by a screw falling onto upper right 
motherboard.  Remove “Meter Select” rail, replace 
C104 with a 47mf 50v electrolytic capacitor.  
Replace resistors R5, R13. 

 

51)  Sept 95 
       Mic solo, Pre-Fader Monitor Solo don’t work  
       on an I/O rail.   Or Post Fader Solo (Aug  
      2002) 

Replace U19 (MC14001)  

52)  Nov 95, Dec 97 
       No Direct Out on an I/O rail. 

Look for broken white single wire on Molex 
connector at top of rail, or white wire in wrong slot 
of molex connector.  Should be in slot closest to 
meter bridge. 

 

53)  Dec 95 
       Intermittent low frequency pulses across all  
       buss outputs on rails 1-26.  Does not change  
       when power supplies swapped. 

Check for loose ribbon connectors on each I/O rail 
1-26, particularly where rail 26 meets motherboard. 

 

54)  Feb 96 
       DC type noise when using PFL White Fader  
       solo on an I/O rail.  Occurs even when no  
       mic present. 

Check to see that the U shaped ribbon connector 
which joins the upper and lower circuit boards is not 
perforated by components on an adjacent rail.  
Cover ribbon cable with pvc tape.  There could also 
be a short where the ribbon cable connects to the 
circuit board on the side facing away from the 
ribbon. 

 

55)  Top power supply goes into VOLTAGE  
        LIMIT when powered up. 

Use continuity checker to look for short across 
Q109 power transistor mounted inside power supply 
on right side.  Replace with TIP35B or Q105 
(TIP36B) April 99 

 

56)  Feb 96 
       All four AUX MASTERS display overload  
       LED. 

Check for shorted pins on molex connector P8.  
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57)  Feb 96 
       Top Power supply goes into CURRENT  
        LIMIT. 

Check for shorted pins in Molex connectors P1 and 
P8.  Could be tiny piece of scrap metal touching 
pins.  Check for offset molex connector.  Look for 
burned resistors, especially R52 and R53 near P8.  
Replace with 10 ohm, 1/4w. 

 

58)  Aug 95 
       No phantom power on any inputs on the  
       right  side of the console.  Fuse for phantom  
       power  in upper power supply blown. 

Disconnect lower power supply from back of 
console.  Replace fuse over Phantom Power supply 
LED in power supply with a 1.0 amp quik-blo.  
Turn supply back on.  If fuse does not blow, then 
problem is in one of the I/O rails 27-50.  Remove 
them one at a time and check Capacitor 105 (Olive 
disc near P3) for signs of burnout.  Replace cap with 
an orange 100v cap.  Plug power supply back into 
console.  You may have burned out power transistor 
Q103.  Replace with a TIP32B (40w 80v)  Could 
also be Q110 TIP32B or Q105 TIP36B.  MOST 
LIKELY Q103 or Q102 in power supply (2N3905) 

 

59)  Slight distortion on solo buss from program. Unplug TTL’s in A/B send in patchbay.  
60)  Meters showing erratic ballistics, very loud. Replace IC U2 (TL072) on Stereo Master Rail.  Or 

check P9 and P10 on back of motherboard.  Ribbon 
cable may not be making contact with all molex 
pins. 

 

61)  Peak LED’s on all I/O rails.  No post-fader  
        solos. 

Molex plug P8 is off by one pin on an I/O rail.  

62)  No white fader, low output from black fader. Replace IC U5 (Line input amp 4072).  Also check 
IC U16 under black fader.  Check Capacitor 105 for 
chipping.  Check IC U17 (4071) 

 

63)  March 96 
       White fader only pans to one side of 2mix. 

Dirty Sub 1-16 switch.  Filck the switch a few times 
quickly.  Check Molex connector P1.  Could be 
offset by one pin. 

 

64)  Hiss on right output when any solo button  
        selected. 

Replace IC U4 on lower monitor master board. (Big 
Red Knob) with a 4072. 

 

65)  Subgroup mute LED stays on when pressing  
       mute switch on and off. 

Replace IC U12 (at bottom of rail) with a 
MC14001. 

 

66)  Apr 96 
       Input not assigning to correct track. ie, when  
       assigned to 21 it goes to track 18. 

Second ribbon connector from top of rail is offset 
by one pin. 

 

67)  No mic level on an I/O rail. Center ribbon connector not hooked up.  (no +18v 
rail) 

 

68)  Right side of a stereo submaster return is  
        lower in volume than the left. 

Replace Capacitor C156 2/3 of way up rail.  

69)   June 96 
        Top Power Supply Current Limit & Voltage  
         limit leds -18v LED not illuminated.  Peak  
         lights all illuminated on rails 27-50. 

Remove power supply from rack, remove lid.  
Replace 7 amp fuse on left side of power supply. 

 

70)    Aug 96  
          Console led meters show a couple of bars  
          of  yellow near -1vu and a couple of bars  
          of green near -20vu.  All audio ok. 

Remove & reseat power supply multipin plug on 
back of console or reseat P9 on underside of 
motherboard.  (meter plugs) 

 

71)   Sept 96 
        No AUX 3 SEND master. 

Pinch sockets on motherboard below AUX 3 master 
send knob, especially pin 1. 

 

72)  Sept 96 
        I/O Rail 25 does not assign to all tracks. 

There are two single white wires going into the 3 
pin molex connector second from the top of the 
rail.  Make sure both are securely fastened to molex 
connector top pin. 
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73)  Nov 96 
       Meters on right hand side of console read 6  
       to 10db low.  Level on multitrack input  
       meters ok. 

Clean out buss return socket on patchbay for that 
channel. 

 

74)  No line input on an I/O rail. Short in wires sticking through lower board where 
ribbon connector joins upper and lower circuit 
board.  Clip excess wire, replace IC U5 (line amp) 
with a TL072. 

 

75)  Jan 97 
        Mic channel sounds thin. 

Nut has fallen off bolt which connects upper and 
lower circuit board on I/O rail. 

 

76)  Feb 97 
        All LED meters pulsing intermittently, but  
        simultaneously. 

Reseat P3, P8, P9, P10 on motherboard.  Check for 
signs of burning on edge connector which fastens 
ribbon cable to multicoloured cables from power 
supply.  These are located between the motherboard 
and the Submaster Rail 1.  Replace connector with 
Panduit CE100F24-16-1.  If meters 1-26 are 
pulsating, check for signs of burnt connectors P3 
and P8 between I/O Rail 26 and the motherboard. 

 

77)  June 97 
       No Group B or C mute on Submaster White  
       Fader.  Group A and Manual Mute work ok. 

Replace IC U13 (Mute Logic, MC14001) on 
submaster rail. 

 

78)  July 97 
        No AUX SEND 4 on an I/O Rail. 

Resolder all three pins on Aux 4 Send Pot.  

79)  Aug 97 
        Selecting Post-Fader Mon Solo causes  
       Monitor Fader to Mute. 

Check IC U19 for bent pins.  

80)  Aug 97 
        No AUX 3 or AUX 4 Send on an I/O rail. 

Flick fader 3-4 button several times while feeding 
1khz tone through it. 

 

81)  Sept 97 
       Oscillator volume low when routed to all 24  
       tracks.  Sounds slightly distorted.  Monitor  
       does not dim when osc selected. 

Replace IC U1 (40106) on Oscillator Rail.  

82)   Oct 97 
         Mic Pad does not work when selected. 

Replace Mic Pad Switch.  Check for continuity 
between pad switch and 48v switch terminals to 
make sure it matches a working rail. 

 

83)   Dec 97 
        Static on solo buss. (all three solos)  Goes  
        away when lower power supply is turned off. 

Check molex connectors where power cables hook 
up to Subgroup 1 rail, especially connector at 
bottom of rail. 

 

84)  Dec 97 
       No phantom power on inputs 27-50.  48  
       volt output of power supply cable ok. 

Check molex connector where power supply cable 
from console joins to P7, especially pin 1. 

 

85)  Dec 97 
      All mute leds on right side of console stay on.   
      All white faders are muted.  Mute buttons do  
      not work.  Voltage at output plug of power  
      supply is ok. 

Check molex connector where lower power supply 
cable hooks up to right side of console (P8).  Pins 
15 and 16 carry the 27 volt dc power for the mute 
logic. Or check multipin power connector behind 
the relevant power supply (Pins 13 and 14). 

 

86)  Dec 97   
        Mute LED does not work in group mode, but        
        audio function is ok. 

Check for short in jumper cable between upper and 
lower circuit board. 

 

87)  Dec 97 
       No post-fader white solo on inputs 1-26 (one  
       or both sides) 

Check white ribbon cable at bottom of effects 
return rail pin 12 for continuity to same pin on rail 
26.  (or pin 12) or check pins 41 and 42 on master 
monitor rail edge connector. 

 

88)  Dec 97 
       Monitor DIM Switch locked on. 

Replace IC U1 (40106) on talkback mic master rail.  
(oscillator) 
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89)  Jan 98 
       No Aux A on inputs 1-26. 

Check ribbon connector at P3 on motherboard. 
(Pins 1 and 2) 

 

90)  Apr 98 
        No Control Room Output 

Check for continuity from Pin 4 on Connector P13 
on Solo Master to Pin 39 on Monitor Master.  This 
line carries the solo control infomation, which may 
be muting the control room even though no solo 
button is selected.  Could be a loose connection on 
the molex socket. 

 

91)  Apr 98 
       No Right Side on Stereo Solo on inputs 1-     
       26. 

Check the Ribbon connector P8 pins 9 and 10 at 
bottom left hand corner of motherboard for 
continuity with similar pins on the connector at the 
bottom of I/O rail 26. 

 

92)  April 98 
       No right Studio Output 

Change IC U1 on Master Monitor Rail (TL074)  

93)  April 98 
       No phantom power from top power supply.   
       Zero volts at power supply plug.   Phantom  
       indicator LED off. 

Replace Q103 with a TIP 32B power transistor.  
Check Q102 for shorts.  Check R102 (4.7 ohm) 

 

94)   April 98 
        Solo in place only working on left side. 

Change U2 or U3. (4072 or TL072) on Monitor 
Master Rail or check pin 11 on ribbon connector. 

 

95) April 98 
No Control Room output on right side, fffft 
and popping noise.  Turning up control room 
volume makes noise louder. 

Change C132 on Master Monitor Rail with a 10 uf 
25v cap. 

 

96) May 98  
Stereo subgroup white fader will not Mute.  No 
Mute LED. 

Check continuity between the six traces connecting 
the small square circuit board holding the mute 
switch wher it joins the main circuit board for the 
stereo rail. 

 

97) Aug 98 
       No Control Room output on right channel. 

Power down console, power back up.  

98) April 1999 
        No mute LED on Submaster Rail 

Replace U11 or U12 with a MC14001 Mute Logic 
Chip. 

 

99) June 1999 
        Meters dim on left side of console 

Remove Master rails, re-solder meter socket points 
on motherboard. 

 

100) June 1999 
Overload leds on all I/O rails on left side of 
console are on. 

Reseat wire in ribbon connector P3 pin 16 between 
rail 26 and Master Rail 1 

 

101) June 1999 
No phantom power on an I/O rail. 

Check ribbon connector in middle of I/O rail.  Top 
pin carries 48v.  Push wire into the connector with 
a screwdriver. 

 

102) September 1999 
No Aux 1,2,3,4 on a channel when post white 
fader. 

Change U18 (LF347U)  

103) November 1999 
MUTE LED on stereo submaster does not turn 
off, just dims.  Achieves full brightness when 
SOLO button is depressed. 

Replace R35 and R34 (near U11) with 10 ohm, ¼ w 
resistor. 

 

104) Buzz on 2 Mix output even when master      
fader is pulled down. 

Check to see if anything is plugged into the 
unbalanced 2 mix output on the patchbay.  For 
example could be accidentally routed to OUTPUTS 
of dat instead of inputs. 

 

105) March 2000 
All meters on one side of the console pulse 
intermittently. 

Replace all 35v 4700uf capacitors in the power 
supply powering that side of the console. 

 

106)   May 2000   
          No meters on right side of the console. 

Check multipin connector at the back of the power 
supply, especially pins 11&12. 
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107) June 2000   
          White fader output down about 9db  
          relative to the other faders. 

Check capacitors on I/O rail for bulges or indents.  
Replace CAP 326 with a 100uf,50V 

 

108) Pressing any individual ABC mute buttons     
            on a rail causes channel to mute even    
            though no master mute is selected. 

Replace R125, R126 and R127 on Meter Select 
Master Rail with 47 ohm resistors. 

 

109) No left side of 2 mix to US Audio Distro  
            Amp. 

Reseat Meter Select Master Rail.  

110)   No master mute A,B,C.           Replace U7 and U8 on Meter Select Master Rail  
111)   No Mute C on inputs 1-26 Check Pin 16 on Ribbon Connector P3 where it 

joins to the motherboard. 
 

112)   No Aux Send 1,2,3,4 on I/O Rail  Dirty Reverse Button  
113)  No Master Mutes on a Submaster Rail Ribbon Connector at center of Submaster Rail is 

unplugged. 
 

114) Aug 2000  
Aux Send 4 is super loud. 

Cold solder joint on Aux 4 Send Master Pot.  

115)  No Aux A, 1, 3 solo on Aux Master Sends Check solder joints and molex edge connector pins 
on P2 on Aux Send Master Rail. 

 

116)  Sept 2000 
         36 volt power supoly showing 26 volts 

Check pins on multipin connector at back of power 
supply 

 

117)  Power supply blows both 7 amp fuses Replace Q109 (TIP B)  
118) Dec 2000 

Power supply has no +18v output. 
Check Q109 TIP B for same values as Q105.  This 
can be done while the transistor is still soldered in 
place.  If the voltmeter reads “1” with the black 
probe in the centre and the red probe on both other 
terminals, (not simultaneously) then Q109 must be 
replaced. 

 

119) June 2001 
Smoke from the black fader slot on I/O rail. 
Burnt resistors R52, R53 

Short in P8.   25v power supply ribbon cable.  
Replace burnt resistors with 10 ohm 1/4w.  Probably 
need to replace I19 as well. 

 

120)  No Mute B or C on any inputs. Replace U7, U8 on mute master rail.  
120) July 2001 

Bumping black leather arm rest on console 
causes top power supply to go into current 
limit. 

Metal frame strut under Rail 23 is touching the 
bottom of the rail intermittently.  Cover the strut 
with gaff tape. 

 

121) No two mix output.  No solo output.  Solo          
leds work.  No stereo vu meter. 

3 pin molex at top of surround sound module has 
come undone. 

 

122) August 2001 
Oscillator from osc patchbay shows 0vu at 
1khz, and +6vu at 10khz 

Reconnect red wire connected to bottom of 
motherboard P2 pin 5 below oscillator rail.  4th pin 
from the bottom when looking at the underside of 
the motherboard. 

 

123) Mar 2001 
All mute lights on one side of console stay 
on. 

Replace 2.5 amp logic fuse in PSU   

124) Mar 2001 
VU meter bulb burnt out 

Replace with Radio Shack miniature bulb #7219, 
12v 60ma 

 

125) June 2003 
Smoke and burning component smell from 
console.  Meter fuse blown on PSU (36v)  
Yellow LED’s across all meters.  Peak LEDS 
on all channels. 

Shorted decoupling cap on an individual meter card.  
Check ALL meter cards till you see a green, dime-
sized cap with brown, burnt rim. (C1) 
0.1u, 100v film cap 

 

126) Nov 2003 
Mute LED only dims, does not shut 
completely off. 

Replace U19 or U20 with MC14001 logic chip.  
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127)  April 2005 
           Solo LED not illuminated, but solo  
           functions ok. 

Re-solder three traces on L bracket at the bottom 
of the I/O rail that connects the mute/solo switches 
to the rail. 

 

128) June 2005 
Yellow LEDS illuminated across all meters on 
right side of console.  No meters on left side, 
3a meter fuse blown 

Replace 2 IN5402 diodes in power supply. (CR108, 
CR109)  Replace 3a meter fuse. 

 

129) Aug 2005 
Console locked in DIM mode. 

Replace U2 under oscillator with MC14001.  

130) Master Solo LED locked on, Console acting  
         as if a solo-in-place switch is selected. 

Check U1-U3, U7 and U8 to make sure that the 
correct IC has been used.  Some are MC14001, 
some are 40106. 

 

131) Aug 2005 
No right side on Stereo Mix.   Signal is 
present at 2 mix insert send. 

Check Q114 on Stereo Master Rail to see if it is 
shorted.   If so, replace with an  NT2222. 

 

132) Aug 2005 
Big static on Right control room output. 

Cold solder joint on small green capacitor C138 on 
monitor master rail. 

 

133) Aug 2005 
No LED’S on Left side of console.  No VU 
meter bulbs. 

Run a jumper wire from any meter on the right side 
of the console pin 3 (3rd from top) +35v to any 
meter on the left side of the console. 

 

134) Aug 05 
No buss 3 output.   Will work if TTL patch 
cable is partially inserted in patchbay Buss 
Out > Tape In 

Re-solder red wire on back of patchbay socket  
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79)   
77)  June 97:  
No Group B or C Mute on Submaster White Fader.  
Group A and Manual Mute work OK. 

Replace IC 13 (MC14001) Mute logic.  

78)  July 97: 
No Aux Send 4 on and I/O rail. 

Re-solder all three pins on Aux 4 Send Pot.  

 


